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Question 1

Student Response



Commentary

This candidate has written down a correct statement at the start of the answer, which
secures the first two marks for the question. However in the second line of working, a simple
arithmetic error, circled by the examiner causes the loss of the final accuracy mark for part
(a).

The answer to part (b) is now clearly incorrect, but as the candidates has used the correct
method and obtained the correct speed for the velocity found in part (a). The script shows
how the examiner has awarded follow through marks in this case.

This example illustrates how candidates can lose marks through minor errors and how the
follow through marks can be awarded. It also shows the importance of a clear statement or
equation at the start of the question to ensure that partial marks are awarded.
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Question 2

Student response



Commentary

In this example the candidates gains full marks in both parts (a) and (c) with good clear
solutions.

However in part (b), the candidate only gains one mark. This mark is awarded because the
candidate creates an equation which contains the correct terms, but not with the correct
signs. This type of answer is often seen in examination solutions. The candidates would often
produce better results if they used “Resultant Force = Mass x Acceleration” and simplified
this rather than linking together the terms that they think should be in the equation. In this
example the candidate knows that the 660 and 400 need to be used, but has not been able
to link them correctly. Note that there is no attempt to use the method suggested above.

This example illustrates the difficulty that some students have in applying Newton’s Second
Law.
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Question 3



Student Response

Commentary

In this example the candidate shows clearly the division that is required in part (a). However
in part (b) the candidate does not realise that the orientation of the velocities that are being
used and treats 1.6 as if it were the hypoteneuse of a velocity triangle. It is interesting that
the candidates did not draw a diagram, which may have helped avoid this confusion.

In part (c), the candidate does draw a diagram, but has the velocities in the wrong places.
The candidate does get a method mark, as the hypoteneuse from the diagram on the script is
used as the denominator. No follow through accuracy mark can be awarded here because
the 1.6 should not be on the hypoteneuse of the triangle of the denominator of the sine ratio.

This example illustrates how marks can be lost if an accurate diagram is not drawn at the
start of the question.
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Student Response



Commentary

This candidate gives a correct solution to part (a), which is carefully laid out. In part (b), there
were quite a few incorrect or confused solutions. Tis candidates illustrate one error, which
was to include the weight, in this casethat of the car and trailer in part (i) and just the trailer in
part (ii). Including the weight when only the horizontal forces should be considered leads to
no credit being given.

THis example illustrates how difficult some candidats find it to apply Newton’s Second Law in
this type of connected particle problem.
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Student Response
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Commentary

This candidate provides a correct solution for part (a), as did many other candidates. A
number of errors are made in the later parts of the question.

In part (b) the candidate assumes that the particle is travelling due north when t = 20,
calculate the j component of the velocity at this time and writes the i component as zero
without checking this in any way.

In part (c), the candidate assumes that the particle is not accelerating, but in part (d) uses a
formula that gives the acceleration of the particle.

This example illustrates some of the problems that candidates exreience when with working
with positions and velocities in vector form.
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Commentary

In parts (a) and (b) of the question, this candidates provides correct solutions which are
clearly laid out. In part (a) the incorrect first attempt has been crossed out and replaced so
that no marks are lost, which would have been the case if both solutions had been
presented.

In the more challenging part (c) the candidate makes little progress. The vertical component
of the velocity is calculated correctly as 5.88 and the B1 mark is awarded for this. The
triangle that the candidate has drawn shows the confusion that is experienced at this stage.
The horizontal component of 18 is shown as the resultant and 5.88 as a horizontal
component instead of a vertical one. Due to this fundamental error no further marks can be
awarded to this candidate.

This example illustrates how many candidates find harder parts of projectile questions
difficult to visualise and complete.
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Commentary

This example shows a very common response to this question. Part (a) contains the correct
working and one mark has been lost due to the accuracy of the answer for the coefficient of
friction. The question paper asks candidates to give their answers correct to three significant
figures, so one mark is lost here as the answer is only given to two significant figures. Please
note that only one mark per script can be lost for this reason.

In part (b) the candidate uses the value for the friction from part (a). As the candidates does
not realise that the magnitude of the normal reaction force depends on the tension, no marks
are awarded. This type of response was very common for this question.

This example illustrates how candidates can lose marks by not giving answers to the
specified degree of accuracy and that marks are also lost for not considering the normal
reaction correctly.
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